Holiday Coastal Update 2020
By Jim Blackburn
Hello all. Welcome once again to my holiday coastal update on
things that I consider to be of importance and interest along the Texas
coast. This newsletter started in the mid-1990s after several contested
case hearings and lawsuits against Formosa Plastics Corporation, U.S.A.
(Formosa Plastics) led to a settlement that I helped negotiate and
implement – a settlement that made great progress in reducing the
threat of toxics to the bay and to the residents. The work under this
settlement was completed around 1999. Since that time, I have
provided this newsletter as an update on happenings along the coast
during the past year as well as to provide occasional updates on
Formosa.
This year is a bit different given that 2020 is the year of the virus.
It has changed all our lives. I have been involved with my artist friend
Isabelle Scurry Chapman in what we call the virus vigil, a daily email of a
painting and poem with a bit of commentary by me. This vigil started
March 22 and has been sent out daily to many of you on this mailing list
as a response to the need to stay connected in this time of Covid and
isolation. To date, the vigil has been ongoing for over 269 days and will
end when the threat of the virus becomes manageable, or we run out
paintings and poems. If you would like to check on the artwork and
poetry and writings, you can find them at
https://www.jimblackburninfo.com/virus-vigil.html. The poems and
paintings at the end of this coastal update will likely be repeats for
those of you who have been receiving the vigil.
I would also like to say that I think we are in a most interesting
transitional time. Much of my career has been spent opposing bad
projects with significant negative impacts. I joined the environmental
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movement at its inception. I think that many of the issues of
importance then are shifting, and I think that many environmental
organizations may need to shift their emphasis accordingly. Things are
not necessarily as black and white as they once were as many industries
are trying to find their footing in what for them is new terrain. This
newsletter emphasizes these transitions which I find very hopeful. On
the other hand, there remains the need to fight against really bad
projects, and they certainly can be found on the Texas coast. But have
no doubt about it – change is in the air.
1. Formosa Plastics, Carbon Neutral Thinking and the Circular
Economy
During 2019, Formosa Plastics lost a major court battle over the
release of plastic pellets and whether these pellets represented a
violation of their wastewater permit. As a result, Formosa signed a
settlement agreement with the plaintiffs led by Diane Wilson, an
individual who has been and remains a force for clean water on the
Texas coast. Due to this agreement, a $50 million fund was established
to provide capital for projects to improve and enhance the habitat of
middle coast, Lavaca and Matagorda Bays primarily. That fund is now
being led by Steve Raabe who was previously with the San Antonio
River Authority, and the first round of projects will be funded in 2021.
As a result of this litigation and the need for new leadership, Ken
Mounger was promoted to lead Formosa Plastics Corporation, U.S.A.,
the company which manages the operating units at Point Comfort,
Texas and Baton Rouge, Louisiana sites. The new chemical plant under
consideration in St. James Parish, Louisiana is operated by a different
and unrelated company, FG LA LLC, which is not under Ken. Ken was
the plant manager at Formosa’s Point Comfort plant when significant
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progress was made under the various agreements signed in the 1990s
by me, Diane Wilson, and Formosa.
To better understand the policy and engineering challenges and
opportunities for the future, Formosa Plastics Corporation, U.S.A. made
a gift to Rice University to allow us to research the issues and policies
facing the modern chemical plant. This grant has supported one
graduate student and five student researchers. Apart from compliance
with environmental laws which is an absolute requirement, the
challenges facing the modern chemical plant are substantial. Here
there two key issues emerged from this research. One issue is carbon
dioxide emissions, an issue common to all refineries and chemical
plants on the Texas coast and throughout the country and the world –
an issue that will transform the business community in general. The
second emerging issue is the movement of the manufacturing
community from the linear economy to the circular economy. Both of
these transitions are very important, and both have solutions, but
neither will be easy.
A. Carbon Dioxide and the Chemical Plant of the Future
The carbon dioxide issue is straightforward. The Paris Accord sets
a goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2050 for all major emitters. That
target means that to stay competitive and have access to sufficient
capital for operations, every company must develop concepts for
avoiding, minimizing and/or mitigating carbon emissions by 2050, and
this reality is beginning to sink in and be acted upon. Figure 1 below
indicates a stairstep view that offers a window into corporate thinking
and the evolving view of carbon reduction strategies – thinking that is
changing at an incredibly fast rate.
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Figure 1. The stairstep of emerging carbon policies of various
companies as the need to reduce carbon footprints become part of the
strategic thinking of major corporations. Image courtesy of Dr. Henk
Mooiweer, Soil Value Exchange
The bottom line is that business as usual is no longer a viable
corporate strategy for carbon dioxide, an opinion underscored with the
election of Joe Biden as President and the appointment of John Kerry as
a cabinet-level climate official and Gina McCarthy as the domestic
climate leader. This progression of corporate strategies is
straightforward, starting with lowering carbon emissions to having
carbon neutral operations to having carbon neutral products to
becoming a carbon negative company to being a regenerative
company. In almost all cases, to become carbon neutral and certainly
to become carbon negative, emission avoidance concepts like moving
to solar or wind power will be implemented as will various efficiency
steps to reduce the carbon emissions inherent in each ton of product.
However, in certain businesses like chemicals and certainly refining,
carbon capture approaches involving either technology or nature-based
photosynthesis also will be required - concepts like the BCarbon
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standard being developed by the Baker Institute (see Section 2 below)
or the carbon storage offered by a non-profit such as the Texas Coastal
Exchange (See Section 3 below) or by a private company like Soil Value
Exchange https://www.soil-value-exchange.com/.
Carbon reduction strategies will become a cornerstone of the
chemical and refining sector throughout the 2020s. Many companies
will fail because they did not successfully navigate their way through
this carbon dioxide emission challenge. It is a defining issue for success
beyond 2025 if not even sooner.
B. The Circular Economy and the Plastics Plant of the Future
The second concept is the circular economy which springs from
the build-up of plastic waste around the world. This goes beyond the
release of pellets at the production process to include the fate of the
plastics ultimately used by consumers. Essentially, the concept of the
circular economy (which largely has been developed by the Ellen
MacArthur Foundation (https://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/)
and adopted by various companies) removes responsibility for waste
plastics from the consumer and places it back on the producer, seeking
to close the loop and make the production process circular. A
comparison of the linear economy, which is our old model of
production and consumption, and the circular economy is shown in the
somewhat simplistic diagram that is Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Diagrammatic comparison of the current linear economy and
the circular economy of the future. Image from Dreamstime.com.
Virtually all companies that are involved with plastics agree that
there is a plastic waste problem, and further agree that something
needs to be done about it. However, little has been done so far. As the
diagram in Figure 3 below shows, currently less than 2% of the 78
million tons of plastic packaging that is produced globally goes into
closed loop recycling, and about 32% ends up in the environment, with
another 40% going to landfills.
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Figure 3. The current fate of 78 million tons of plastic packaging
produced annually on a global basis is shown in the above diagram.
40% goes to landfills, 32% to the environment, 14% is incinerated and
14% is collected for recycling, but only 2% actually makes it to closed
loop recycling according to this data from the Ellen MacArthur
Foundation. Graphic courtesy Ellen MacArthur Foundation.
There is no doubt that there is a global push to address this issue
of plastic pollution. The European Union has set a goal for a 55%
recycled content on plastic packaging by 2030. The American
Chemistry Council has just released a plan to implement the circular
economy in three phases – Phase I to jump start the program from
2020 to 2023, Phase II to begin implementation from 2023 to 2027 and
Phase III from 2028 to 2040 by which time the full system will be in
place. This change is going to occur and will have huge implications.
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The changes implicit in the requirement for recycled plastics
content for packaging products is hard to fully grasp. Our current
recycling infrastructure is not up to this task and will have to be
reconsidered and reconstructed. Will our plastics plants along the
Texas coast become involved in contracts to purchase recycled content
from cities and build their own mechanical sorting plants? Will each
city in the United States develop their own recycled plastic pellet
production process? Will there be adequate recycled feedstock in the
future to provide sufficient recycled material to meet developing
requirements across the globe?
These are the intriguing questions facing the plastics industry of
the 21st Century which is shaping up to be quite different from the 20th
Century. Every plastics manufacturer is by now keenly aware of this
issue. Just check out the corporate websites of Dow, Shell,
LyondellBasell, BASF and others. They are all serious about the circular
economy which will be transformative.
It remains to be seen what Formosa Plastics will do with the
research that has been gathered by my students at Rice. We may all be
surprised.
2. Baker Institute Soil Carbon Storage Standard (BCarbon)
The Baker Institute at Rice has taken the SSPEED Center work on
photosynthetic removal of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and
storage in the soil that has been discussed in past years of this holiday
newsletter to the next level by creating a working group that has
adopted a standard for this innovative concept. I am co-leader of this
working group along with Dr. Ken Medlock of the Center for Energy
Studies at the Baker Institute and our facilitator Robin Rather of
Collective Strength. This standard, called BCarbon, has been created
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and adopted by a group comprised of about 40 corporate, institutional
and governmental stakeholders and over 100 individuals. BCarbon is
now moving to implementation and will be undertaken by a 501(c)(3)
entity called BCarbon that will be based in Houston.
The BCarbon working group decided to create this new standard
for the United States after studying the existing standards currently
utilized in the world. These standards are generally derived from the
Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto Protocol and were found
to be incompatible with the requirements of U.S. landowners. Certain
credit-issuing entities required upwards of 100 years of commitment of
the land that was storing the carbon; others disqualified ranchers who
had previously been using good management practices; and other
certifying entities rejected applicants if 25% or more of adjoining
properties were utilizing the same practices, and many rejected
landowners if they could make a living without the added carbon
transactions. The Baker BCarbon standard chose a different approach.
The Baker standard was designed to be landowner friendly. It is
based on property rights – if you remove carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere and store it in the soil as carbon and can prove it, you can
sell it. The Baker standard requires measurement, a key aspect to
proving that carbon in the ground is increasing. Credits in compliance
with this standard will be issued by the new non-profit called BCarbon
which will be located in Houston.
A schematic of the system enabled by BCarbon is shown on Figure
4. In this diagram, the transaction between the landowner and the
buyer is mediated by two entities – the assembler and the certifier.
Assemblers will likely be for-profit entities that work with landowners
and ensure that testing and other rules of the BCarbon standard are
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met. The certification entity will be the Houston-based non-profit. All
work submitted to the certification entity by the assemblers will be
subject to external verification by the certification entity. After
issuance, credits can be bought and sold multiple times until “retired”
by being used by a corporation or other entity to reduce their inventory
of emissions into the atmosphere.

Figure 4. Illustrative diagram of the BCarbon transaction process.
The storage that is credited by BCarbon is physical. It exists,
can be proven to exist and would allow a company to demonstrate
compliance with the Paris 2050 goal of carbon neutral operations due
to emissions being removed after they were emitted into the
atmosphere. This nature-based carbon capture and storage concept
will be a key piece of a long-term carbon abatement and transition
strategy. Even though BCarbon is only now transitioning to
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implementation, reservations have already been made for processing
applications for about 60,000 tons of carbon storage capacity that have
been purchased by Shopify, a Canadian-based e-commerce company
and Houston-based Marathon Oil from Soil Value Exchange, a carbon
storage assembler applying the BCarbon standard.
There are multiple beneficiaries from the adoption of this
standard. From an ecological standpoint, it will restore, expand, and
protect hundreds of millions of acres of native prairie and grasslands,
one of our most impacted ecosystems. The ranching and farming
community will benefit from this income as many landowners are often
cash poor. Commercial enterprises including the oil and gas industry
need reasonably price carbon capture and removal concepts such as
BCarbon as they begin to capture, and store emitted carbon.
Additionally, funding for new oil and gas operations is increasingly
becoming tied to ESG (environmental, social and governance) programs
of the companies seeking funding. More and more, industry is finding
its access to capital dependent upon a viable carbon reduction or
carbon neutral plan. Indeed, carbon neutral by 2050, if not much
sooner, will be the mantra of the corporations that succeed in the 21st
Century. Climate change adaptation is here to stay.
It is estimated that the BCarbon standard will help create upwards
of one billion tons of carbon dioxide removal and storage capacity in
the grasslands of the U.S., representing about 1/6 of the U.S. carbon
footprint and creating a market that could easily exceed $20 billion in
ten years. This is a very real win/win/win situation benefitting our
ecological systems and the fight against climate change, the ranching
and farming industry and carbon dioxide emitters.
It is hard to overstate the importance of this transition which will
be one of the two most significant changes to occur on the Texas coast
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in the last forty years with the other being the evolution of the circular
economy. The future that many of us have been envisioning is
beginning to take shape. Ideas that many have been in development
for years are coming to fruition. And while this success is just beginning
to be felt, I, for one, am convinced this change will be pervasive and
massive. This will form the foundation for a future that I would like to
live in – one that should be positive for future generations.
3.

Texas Coastal Exchange

As reported in the coastal holiday update of last year, the Texas
Coastal Exchange (TCX) also was formed from work that originated at
the SSPEED Center at Rice University where I am co-director. We were
looking for hurricane surge flood damage reduction options, and we
knew that regulation was not feasible politically on the Texas coast. For
that reason, we developed a system that allowed landowners to be
paid for various ecological services, with the primary one being
removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and storing it in the soil
as described in the discussion of BCarbon above in Section 2.
Out of these efforts came a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
called the Texas Coastal Exchange (TCX).
https://www.texascoastalexchange.org/. TCX is dedicated to restoring
and protecting the ecology of the Texas coast with donations to store
carbon dioxide in the soil of marshes and grasslands and the timber of
the forest being the initial focus for those conservation efforts. We do
not require measurement as we are initially focused on wetlands which
have a robust literature and trees which are also well studied relative to
carbon sequestration.
During 2020, its second full year of operation, TCX has worked out
a major soil carbon storage agreement with Valero’s Port Arthur
Refinery. This refinery has agreed to make a grant to store 10,000 tons
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of carbon dioxide in the soil of the marshes and wood of the trees of
selected parcels within Jefferson County. Because of this donation, TCX
will be able to make grants to the landowners of 4000+ acres of coastal
marsh, about 500 acres of bottomland hardwood and about 1000 acres
of coastal wetland/prairie to the store the carbon. This land was
unprotected prior to agreements with the Texas Coastal Exchange and
will not be developed or disturbed for a minimum of ten years as a
condition of this grant.
TCX differs from many carbon storage platforms in that it is
primarily focused on the ecological co-benefits of carbon storage rather
than strictly on carbon trading. In this case, the 4000+ acre coastal
wetland tract lies between existing protected lands near Sabine Pass
and Keith Lake, helping to fill out a part of the protection mosaic in the
area. Similarly, all three tracts offer significant flood damage reduction
benefits by reducing the probability of development in highly flood
prone wetlands and low-lying coastal prairies and bottomlands. A map
of the protected tracts in the context of existing protected areas is
shown on Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Two of the primary tracts involved in the Texas Coastal
Exchange (TCX) carbon storage agreement with the Valero Port Arthur
refinery are shown outlined in yellow, with the Gum Island tract being
to the north of McFaddin National Wildlife Refuge and the LaBelle tract
lying between Texas Point and J.D. Murphree Wildlife Management
Area.
For its part, Valero is experimenting with various concepts for
offering lower-carbon diesel and other products to consumers that are
beginning to demand these types of products. Although this market is
currently not very large, the expectation is that it will grow significantly
in the next few years. Additionally, Valero has pledged to reduce its
Scope 1 and 2 carbon dioxide emissions from global refining operations
by 63% by 2025. These Scope 1 emissions are direct emissions from the
refinery and Scope 2 are emissions from purchased electricity.
It should also be noted that TCX received another donation for
5000 tons of carbon dioxide storage in the bottomland forests of
Wharton County along the Colorado River. This donation was from
Sprint Waste of Houston and was intended to assist TCX is developing
its methodology for both rural forest credits and urban tree-planting
credits. An initial grant for storage has been awarded by TCX to the
Pierce Ranch of Wharton. Work is ongoing on the urban tree planting
concept.
These partnerships between corporations and a non-profit entity
represent creative private sector action, and it is happening now on the
Texas Coast. It should be noted that research leading up to these TCX
programs has been supported by funding from many other sources,
including Houston Endowment, the Trull Foundation, the Mitchell
Foundation and the Hershey Foundation as well as Joe Swinbank and
Sprint Waste to move forward in this work.
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And given that it’s the holiday season or whenever you are
looking for an innovative gift, consider giving someone their carbon
footprint sequestered in the Texas coastal soil. An example of the
certificate (suitable for framing) that is provided is found in Figure 6. To
make a donation or contact TCX about receiving a gift certificate, go to
https://www.texascoastalexchange.org/ or contact Erik Hawkins at
erik@texascoastalexchange.org. they’ll fix you up. And they do
customize.
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Figure 6. Gift card from Texas Coastal Exchange. Image by Isabelle
Chapman, Design by Phoebe Dishman.
4. Galveston Bay Park Plan
For several years, the Galveston Bay Park Plan (GBPP) has been
discussed in this coastal newsletter. Today, it is moving toward the
next stage in the process of project authorization. In September, the
Port of Houston Authority approved $250,000 as part of a challenge
grant to the SSPEED Center/Roger’s Partners team that has been
responsible for the creation of the concept of the Galveston Bay Park
Plan. The challenge is to raise $750,000 more to complete the needed
studies to determine if this project is worth taking to the next level.
The GBPP is an interesting project. It was conceived outside of
the normal coastal project design process in that it was not designed by
the Corps of Engineers but rather by engineers, architects and urban
designers, planners and lawyers not working for a governmental entity
but rather developing this project with private foundation funding from
Houston Endowment. The GBPP is outside-the-box thinking in all
aspects. It is proposed to be built using creative bond funding concepts
in association with local government support. It would be constructed
under permits from the Corps rather than as a federal project. It is
intended to be complementary to, rather than competitive with, the
coastal spine project of the Corps of Engineers which needs an “in bay”
component to go with the sand dune and gate barrier system at the
coastline. A video about the Galveston Bay Park Plan prepared by
Jeffrey Mills of Io Communications and produced by Galveston Bay
Conservation and Preservation Association and the Bayou City Initiative
can be viewed at https://www.bcinitiative.org/galveston-bay-parkproject.
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The Galveston Bay Park Plan and the Corps’ coastal barrier are
both needed to protect the Houston Ship Channel, the Bayport
Industrial Complex and the Texas City industrial area from extreme
flooding due to a large hurricane. If these industrial sectors are flooded
by a Category 4 or 5 hurricane, the surge would be 25 feet or higher. It
would release over 100 million barrels of oil and hazardous substances
and create the worst environmental disaster in United States history.
Galveston Bay – which I have fought for decades – would be lost for
decades to come. Even with the coastal spine in place, a category 5
hurricane would result in massive surge flooding as shown in Figure 7,
causing upwards of $100 billion in damages. Figure 8 shows a close-up
of some of the areas on the Houston Ship Channel that are shown as
flooded in the modeling results with the coastal spine in place.

Figure 7. Map showing area flooded by Category 5 storm with the
coastal spine in place with 14-foot sand dunes and a 17-foot surge gate
across Bolivar Roads. This modeling prepared by U.T. Austin and
SSPEED Center assumes that the gates proposed for Dickinson Bayou
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and Clear Lake are constructed and 100% effective in preventing
flooding west of SH 146 except for the Bayport washover. Graphic by
Christina Walsh.

Figure 8. Map showing modeled flooding along the Houston Ship
Channel east of the Beltway 8 bridge with a Category 5 storm and with
the coastal spine in place. Graphic by Christina Walsh.
There is one important point to be made here. The coastal spine
is not designed to protect the Houston Ship Channel or the Bayport
complex from Category 4 or 5 storms. This is not a criticism of the
Galveston District’s plan but rather a factual statement based upon the
methodologies currently used by the Corps. These methods do not
take climate change into account in any meaningful way. Corps projects
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are designed to provide protection for the upcoming 50 years, and
these big storms have a recurrence interval based on current statistical
methods of greater than 50 years. The Corps has not yet developed a
method to incorporate the trends that show these big storms are
occurring much more frequently. These antiquated methods of the
Corps must be changed, or they will result in the coast of the United
States being inadequately protected against the storms of the future,
and key areas like the Houston region and Galveston Bay will be
damaged beyond repair. That is why we need the Galveston Bay Park
Plan.
By the way, the Galveston Bay Park Plan was honored by the
American Institute of Architects, Houston Region, at the Vision 2020
competition where it was selected among regional entries. The
unveiling of this award-winning design is shown below with Houston
Mayor Sylvester Turner and Council member David Robinson looking
on.
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Figure 9. Mayor Turner, Council Member David Robinson and others at
the 2020 Visions exhibit where the Galveston Bay Park Plan was
featured. Image courtesy of Tyler Swanson, Rogers Partners.
5.

Matagorda Bay Foundation and Dog Island

It has been a busy 2020 for the Matagorda Bay Foundation now
being led by Executive Director Bill Balboa. The high point was the
purchase of Dog Island which became the first property to be owned by
the Foundation. Dog Island was a tract originally owned by the
Runnells family that also donated the Runnells Mad Island Nature
Reserve owned and operated by the Nature Conservancy. Dog Island
had been given many decades ago jointly to Yale University and St.
Paul’s School. Yale and St. Paul’s decided that the property would
never yield commercial value and with the help of Helen Runnells
DuBois decided to transfer ownership to the Matagorda Bay
Foundation if the foundation would pay a very, very reasonable price
for the land.
Bill Balboa and board members undertook a due diligence
investigation and discovered a jewel of a tract on the north shoreline of
Matagorda Bay. This tract was cut off from the mainland with the
construction of the Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and today has old
dredge disposal sites along the waterway and several hundred acres of
excellent marshland on the southern portion of the site. This is
excellent habitat that needs to be protected and expanded if possible.
A map showing the location of the Dog Island tract is shown in Figure
10.
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Figure 10. Map showing location of the Dog Island tract adjacent to the
Gulf Intracoastal Waterway and south of the Colorado River diversion
project and locks at the town of Matagorda. Image from Matagorda
Bay Foundation.
After deciding to purchase the tract, the task became one of
finding the money to undertake the transaction with Yale and St. Paul’s.
After exhausting various attempts at receiving grants, Scott Mitchell, a
friend of a couple of the board members, came to our aid, and offered
to provide the interim financing to allow us to complete the transaction
ahead of deadlines that had been set by the owners. The closing took
place in November 2020, and we are now on our way to developing
plans for the use of the tract for nature study and education. And on
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the day before this newsletter was sent, we received notification that
the General Land Office of the State of Texas would help provide the
permanent financing in association with Matagorda County. So, thank
you goes to the GLO and Matagorda County for helping this fine
purchase along.

Figure 11. Fred Beck, Scott Mitchell and Laurie Beck prepare for an
airboat tour of the Dog Island Property. Photo by Bill Balboa.
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Figure 12. Some of the 50,000 seed oysters placed around the marsh
shoreline of Dog Island. Photo by Bill Balboa.
This purchase is the first of what MBF hopes are many
conservation projects to come. We are currently in the process of
negotiating for a second tract of land that is close to Palacios with land
access for kayaking. We are trying to develop a program in conjunction
with Matagorda County to protect nesting birds in the dune areas near
the jetties at Matagorda. Progress is ongoing with the restoration of
the reef at Oliver Point, and we are in the process of submitting one or
more grant applications to the Matagorda Bay fund set up by the
settlement between Formosa and citizens concerned about the plastic
pellet pollution issue discussed in section 1 of this update. As you can
see, Bill and the board have been busy in 2020 when we made great
progress despite Covid. Hopefully, there will be much more progress to
report next year. By the way, I’m on the board of MBF if you couldn’t
tell from the write-up.
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6. GBRA and the Basin-wide Habitat Conservation Plan
Back in 2016, The Aransas Project (TAP) and the Guadalupe
Blanco River Authority (GBRA) signed an agreement at the end of long
legal battle over the impact of the drought of 2008 and the deaths of 23
whooping cranes and litigation in federal court that was hard fought
and tense. This agreement was originally signed by Bill West, the
general manager of the GBRA and me in a ceremony at San Marcos
Springs and was reaffirmed in a second agreement reached with the
new GBRA General Manager Kevin Patteson in a meeting at the Wray
Ranch in Columbus.
This agreement was and is precedent-setting and established four
areas to be jointly studied and addressed: (1) working to expand
whooping crane dedicated habitat, (2) working to improve the habitat
in the Guadalupe River delta, (3) development of a concept of a socalled refugium to ensure that San Antonio Bay would always have a
protected estuarine zone and (4) exploration of the applicability of the
Texas Coastal Exchange to restoring grasslands and seeps and springs
for base flows in Guadalupe River. I am happy to report that progress
continues to be made on this important agreement.
As stated in the last year’s newsletter, the board of GBRA has
voted to develop a habitat conservation plan (HCP) as an outgrowth of
this agreement. However, this HCP is not limited to the coast and
whooping cranes but will cover the entirety of the Guadalupe River
watershed from its origin in the Hill Country to its inflow into San
Antonio Bay. This effort is being led by Nathan Pence at GBRA with the
full support of the GBRA board and upper management.
Several aspects have occurred during 2020 despite Covid which
set most things back this past year, including this effort to some extent.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service formally approved a $1 million grant
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to GBRA to support work on this basin-wide HCP, and the GBRA board
has agreed to provide the needed supplemental funding to ensure
adequate resources to implement this HCP. GBRA has issued an RFQ
(request for qualifications) and has received submissions from several
companies to undertake the work that will form the substance of the
HCP. Team selection is expected to be complete by the end of the year
and work is expected to commence in early 2021.
This basin-wide HCP is both unique and important. An HCP is a
formal plan under the Endangered Species Act that is designed to offer
protection to the species through actions by various entities identified
in the HCP. In exchange for voluntary commitments in the HCP, these
entities may be able to escape liability for a violation of the Endangered
Species Act if an endangered species happens to be inadvertently
harmed due to the actions of these entities. In this way, an entity such
as GBRA may not be liable for harming an endangered species such as
the whooping crane during the next drought to affect San Antonio Bay.
On the other hand, a well-done HCP would include protections to
prevent such harm from occurring. A well-done HCP is an intricate
balance between conducting business and protecting the species. That
is what is being attempted here.
This basin-wide HCP is interesting because there are endangered
species being covered in addition to the whooping crane. In the Hill
Country and downstream below the Balcones Fault zone, there are
numerous endangered muscle and salamander species in the
Guadalupe and Blanco Rivers as well as endangered bird species such as
the golden cheeked warbler and black capped vireo in adjacent
uplands, at least one jaguarundi siting near the Cuero area and various
cave-dwelling arachnids in the Hill Country. This is an important,
precedent-setting exercise. It is my understanding that one of the first
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exercises GBRA will go through is working with stakeholders and
identifying and prioritizing species for inclusion in the HCP.
And although the formal HCP process will be started in 2021,
some of the work to support the HCP is already underway. Through
funding from the Mitchell Foundation to GBRA, work is already
underway by Blanton and Associates to identify additional potential
habitat to possibly be set aside for the whooping cranes. Second, GBRA
will be hiring a deputy environmental manager to assist with
implementation of the HCP and the TAP agreement. And third, GBRA
will be seeking funding from the Matagorda Bay Mitigation Trust set up
with the Formosa settlement funds (see section 1 of this report).
Among the funding requests are a restoration project in partnership
with the Guadalupe Blanco River Trust for 817 acres of potential
whooping crane habitat adjacent to Green Lake in the Guadalupe Delta
and a research project to use current freshwater inflows to San Antonio
Bay by controlling points of inflow and by gaining a better
understanding of circulation dynamics.
7. Port Aransas
As reported in last year’s virus vigil, Port Aransas is in a fight for its
life. Down there, the fight against the Port of Corpus Christi led by the
Port Aransas Conservancy (PAC) https://portaransasconservancy.com/
continues with no quick end in sight. The Port of Corpus Christi is trying
to develop a deep-water port at Harbor Island. There are multiple
permits that are pending before the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
including (1) a proposal to deepen the entrance channel through the
Port Aransas jetties to 80 feet extending inland to the southern side of
Harbor Island, (2) the construction of two deep water terminals on
Harbor Island and (3) the issuance of a discharge permit for the reject
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water from a desalination plant. These various activities are shown on
Figure 13.

Figure 13. Map showing location of Harbor Island and proposed
development that is threatening the future of Port Aransas. Map by
Sustainable Planning and Design.
As of this time, two permit hearings have been conducted. The
permit to discharge extremely high saline content water into the pass
has been to contested case hearing, written closing arguments have
been filed, and a decision is expected from the Administrative Law
Judge by February 5, 2021. After that, the issue will be finally decided
at a public meeting of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
by the Commissioners after oral argument. Another state permit – this
one for air pollution emissions from Lone Star Ports, a partnership with
the Port of Corpus Christi, has completed hearings and has been
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submitted to the administrative law judge with a proposal for decision
being expected in January 2021 and a hearing before the
Commissioners in February or March.
Currently, the permit for the deepening of the channel into
Harbor Island is undergoing environmental review and the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement has not yet been issued by the Corps.
Similarly, Corps permits to build the navigation facilities for two deep
water export terminals are under consideration by the Corps and
environmental documentation has not been released yet.
The changes that are proposed for Harbor Island and Port Aransas
are massive. I think it is particularly frustrating as these extremely
impactful activities are being proposed at a time when the oil industry
is beginning to decline. It is doubtful that these facilities will be viable
long into the future as was the case with the early ship channels built in
the 20th Century. We are now in a different century. This is a different
economic reality. I am surprised that these entities can raise the capital
for these projects. They are not good public or private investments in
my opinion.
What we should do in my opinion is stand behind an offshore oil
terminal. My experience in Texas is that it is not enough to oppose, but
that we should offer an alternative that will solve the problem. There is
a proposal by Blue Water Terminals, a joint venture of Phillips 66 and
Trafigura, to construct a pipeline and offshore monobuoy system. This
system would be much less destructive of the ecological system,
removing the need for deepening the channel and for the onshore
deepwater terminals. Instead, a much safer offshore system could be
constructed. Particularly given the current state of carbon investment
and emission thinking around the world, now is the time for Texas to
get smart about its economic and ecologic future. Our ecological
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investments may be much more valuable in the future from an
economic perspective than will our oil and gas export investments. If
we insist on new oil and gas development, it should be the least
impactful.
8. Chiltipin Creek
Another problem has shown up down in the Corpus area. This
time it is the wastewater discharge from the Steel Dynamics
manufacturing facility that is under construction near Sinton. The
wastewater from this plant is proposed to be discharged into Chiltipin
Creek, a lovely creek that flows into Copano Bay, forming a beautiful
estuary where it meets the Aransas River. This outflow is near Bayside
and just upstream from the Highway 136 crossing at the far southwest
corner of Copano Bay.
Steel Dynamics is building its plant at the current time even
though they have not yet received a wastewater discharge permit (and
yes, that’s allowed under the law). This proposed wastewater
discharge permit is a source of concern as it will allow significant
quantities of various heavy metals and other pollutants to be
discharged into Chiltipin Creek. These metals do not deteriorate over
time like hydrocarbons and organic wastes do. Instead, they attach to
sediments and are moved downstream to the estuary where they can
enter the marine food chain. Of most concern here are blue crabs
which are the primary food for the whooping cranes that are starting to
utilize Copano Bay to a much greater extent than in the past as well as
the Kemp’s ridley sea turtle.
Chiltipin Creek is a jewel. Its mouth is a beautiful little estuary
where there is a large flat of soft mud that warms in the winter
afternoons and forms a great place for trout fishing. The adjacent
Spartina alterniflora marsh is a nursery for blue crabs and white shrimp
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and flounder. As you move up the creek, the bank begins to emerge,
first with low bushes and then progressing into a true riparian corridor
with mesquite, huisache and retama on the banks that are replaced
with higher banks and hackberry and ash as you move on up the creek.
Belted and green kingfishers abound as do all types of raptors and
songbirds and flycatchers and waders. A few images from recent trips
up Chiltipin are attached.

Figure 14. Entrance to Chiltipin Creek with adjacent marsh grasses.
Photo by Bryan French.
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Figure 15. Transitioning out of the marsh with low banks and mesquite,
huisache and retama along the bank. Photo by Jim Blackburn.
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Figure 16. Further upstream with higher banks and more serious
riparian forest with ash and hackberry dominant. Photo by Jack
Schwaller.
Chiltipin Creek and Copano Bay are worthy of protection. In an
earlier era, mercury was allowed to be discharged by a permit issued by
the old Texas Water Quality Board into Lavaca Bay, and that permit
resulted in the Lavaca Bay superfund site and long-term contamination
of Matagorda and Lavaca Bays that still exists today. Metals are
different than other types of pollutants. They don’t go away. We need
to stop this discharge. If you would like to help in this fight, please send
donations to The Aransas Project, 2116 Albans Rd., Houston, TX 77005.
9. Lone Star Coastal Alliance
The Lone Star Coastal Alliance (LSCA) – representing a decade old
coalition of local citizens, businesses, governments, and nongovernmental organizations – has officially launched
ExploreLoneStarCoastal.com, a recreation and tourism website the likes
of which the Texas coast has not experienced. The Lone Star Coastal
Alliance region covers the upper and middle Texas coast from Sabine
Pass to the Matagorda Peninsula. Its goal is to introduce and draw
visitors to the unique mosaic of natural, cultural, and historic sites and
recreational opportunities within just an hour or two drive from
Houston and the gateway city of Galveston. Local and regional travelers
– especially prevalent in the pandemic – will benefit from this as many
are as unaware of the treasures of our region as are national and
international travelers.
This concept emerged from discussions at Houston Wilderness’s
Green Think Tank and was further developed at the SSPEED Center at
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Rice University. Originally conceived as a non-structural flood damage
reduction concept, the basic idea was that nature-based tourism and
recreation can generate significant economic benefits for the most
flood-prone regions of the Texas coast without requiring a huge built
infrastructure. In this manner, these vulnerable communities can
generate revenue from their conserved and open space, elevating their
value to the community. Furthermore, when the surge comes, not only
will the damage be minimal and the recreational resource – nature –
survive, but it also recovers quickly, becoming an economic engine for
the region in recovery when the region needs it most.
In exploring the most effective means of making nature-based
tourism an effective damage risk reduction strategy, National Park
Service models that are the gold standard for national and international
travelers stood out as the best option. In particular, the National
Recreation Area model rose to the top because of its flexibility and the
possibility for public-private partnership and local control. The original
goal, which may yet be realized, was to establish a National Recreation
Area on the upper and middle Texas coast. However, with the explosion
of online and social media influences, it became clear that the region
did not need to wait for Congressional action to begin experiencing the
benefits of this nonstructural damage risk reduction strategy. It is this
approach that will help define the future of the Texas coast as an ecodestination.
To expedite these benefits, the Alliance has launched an
interactive travel website, ExploreLoneStarCoastal.com. The dynamic
website currently features over 300 points of interest recommended by
local residents, businesses, organizations, public and private land
managers, educators, and community establishments. To help visitors
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experience it all, outfitters, guide services, tour providers and great
places to stay, shop and dine are included as well. And it’s important to
remember that a guide can really open up the coast, whether for
fishing or kayaking or birding or seeing and enjoying historic sites.
ExploreLoneStarCoastal.com will help visitors to explore the
abundance of open spaces across Matagorda, Brazoria, Galveston and
Jefferson counties, including pristine coastline, beaches, forests, rivers,
wetlands, bayous, bays and prairies. These open spaces are home to
outstanding places to bird, paddle, fish, camp, hunt, hike, bike, swim,
boat, picnic, watch wildlife, watch the stars, or just relax. The website
emphasizes that we on the coast are friendly by nature and aims to
help visitors disconnect from the everyday and connect with the coast’s
lesser known and appreciated small towns and welcoming
communities. The website also highlights places of culture, history, art,
and cuisine, offering a special window into what makes this region and
its people so unique.
The point here is that the Texas coast has always been a
wonderful recreational destination, and from an economic as well as a
practical standpoint, this recreational potential should be fully
understood, described, and developed. In many respects, the arrival of
ExploreLoneStarCoastal.com represents a new phase in the long history
of the Texas coast.
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Figure 17. Kayaker on Christmas Bay enjoying one aspect of the naturebased tourism and recreation offered by the Texas coast. Photo
Courtesy Houston Chronicle.
10.

Conclusion and Earth Church

There is a lot happening on the Texas coast, and there are major
challenges remaining. But at the end of 2020, I personally feel more
optimistic than I have felt in some time. There is certainly risk from
climate change and hurricane surge and the Houston Ship Channel, the
Bayport Industrial complex and the Texas City refining and chemical
complex are all badly exposed. They must be protected. And we need
to protect Port Aransas and Chiltipin Creek. I feel that the pressure will
lessen in the years to come as oil and gas development slows. This last
wave, however, promises to take a toll if we don’t stop them from
destroying some of the jewels that managed to emerge from the 20th
Century.
In the poems below, you will hear about Earth Church. Earth
Church is the way that I think about the natural world – the coast and
all of its wonderful living things. I started writing about the concept of
Earth Church because the Earth is my higher power. When I was
struggling with drinking back in the early 1980s, I would go to the bay
and find the strength to make it through another day without a drink.
As a result of this relationship I developed with the bay and the
marsh, I have undertaken a significant amount of research into
theology and how various religions and Christians denominations treat
the Earth in their writings and policies. Christians talk of caring for
creation, of stewardship, of Earthkeeping. More recently, Christian
theology seems to be embracing the concept that the Holy Spirit of the
Trinity includes the Earth. This view seems to be present in Pope
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Francis’s encyclical Laudato si’ and also was conveyed to me in a
conversation with a Lutheran minister. If we considered the Earth in a
more spiritual manner, I think we would treat it differently. And that I
would welcome.
Now this 2020 version of this holiday newsletter will conclude
with some poems by me and paintings by Isabelle Scurry Chapman.
And I hope you have a happy holiday. I am sure most of you will be as
glad to move forward into 2021 as I am.

Whooping Cranes Near Oyster Lake
The fishing was coming, the day was starting,
The boat was flying – what a great beginning,
Waterbirds were moving here and there,
All was peaceful, there was no care.
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Suddenly friend Jack yells “Look, whooping cranes”,
I thought he was kidding, playing games,
But indeed the whoopers were just flying along,
This wasn’t the right place, it just seemed wrong.
But my how delightful it was to see them,
These magical birds that rule any realm,
Imagine them expanding to cover the coast,
It would be stunning, I would dig it the most.
I have been to court to protect this bird,
I came to the Judge and asked to be heard,
And she listened and ruled with keen acumen,
And the whole bird world gave a heartfelt “amen”.
The linkage – the connection – with these big birds is real,
It’s hard to describe how wonderful it feels
To meet a former client whose range is expanding
In spite of politicians and all the glad-handing.
This is what Earth Church is all about,
It’s enough to make me stand up and shout,
Of my love for cranes, of nature and fish,
Earth church is my granted wish.
So, when I wish upon a star,
It’s for the whooping crane to come from afar,
He’ll meet my eyes and wave his arms,
And help me forget about fears and harms.
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The Earth is my church, I shall not want
It is my food, it is my font,
It saved me when it was needed most,
And to some it’s the same as the Holy Ghost.
So welcome to Earth Church
Pull yourself up a pew
Go ahead and scoot over
A whooper’s joining you.

Oyster Reef
The splotch of darkness looms up ahead,
The first indication of an oyster bed,
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A place of life for many marine organisms,
A place of gathering, of tidal rhythms.
The oyster feeds by filtering the water,
And makes its home by becoming a squatter,
For the spat – the eggs – float around the bay,
Seeking attachments – a place to stay.
Just anyplace will work fine at the start,
But environmental conditions are the counterpart,
For there’s a special range of estuarine salinity
For which the oyster has an affinity.
In the years when a region’s experiencing a drought,
The best place may be near the river’s mouth,
But when the rains come, and the floods engulf,
That sweet saline zone is nearer the Gulf.
The oyster’s strategy is brilliant, you see,
It sends billions of spat into the estuary,
And each year it thrives in the zone that is right,
Each year the reef gaining a bit more height.
And oh, how I love to sit beside the reef,
And unload whatever is giving me grief,
Watching the tide come in over the shells,
Watching the reef breaking up the swells.
Within Texas bays, the oyster is king,
A top destination when you’re out fishing,
And when you are sitting back and wishing,
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You just might catch an oyster spitting.
The reef is an assemblage, my kind of place,
Where I attend Earth Church and contemplate
The wonderful gifts that nature brings
And I sit and listen as the reef sings.
So welcome to Earth Church,
Pull yourself up a pew,
And pray that the oyster
Will cleanse you too.
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The Green Kingfisher of Chiltipin Creek
There’s a magical corner of Copano Bay
Where redfish feed and herons play,
A temple of Earth Church that is there for all,
And late in the evening you’ll hear the owl call.
Chiltipin’s like a bayou, but it’s called a creek,
It’s a coastal estuary that’s really unique,
There’s lots of oysters mixed with alligator gar,
You can spend time here and never see a car.
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This is a place the green kingfishers call home,
From tree to tree along the banks they roam,
Stopping to fish where the limbs give shade,
Watching the minnows swim by on parade.
Now Chiltipin’s a temple that is under attack,
For a steel mill seeks to dump its waste back A waste stream loaded with heavy metals It will be permitted unless someone meddles.
This wastewater discharge will reach Copano Bay,
An important nursery filled with unsuspecting prey,
And the discharge will affect the marine food chain,
A harm brought to you for monetary gain.
And among the prey are whooping cranes,
A species that recently has made great gains,
Expanding into Copano full of crabs and marsh,
Which we must protect, a job that is harsh.
We must stand tall and protect this stream,
To prevent the loss of another Earth-Church dream,
The Aransas Project stands ready to defend,
And will fight with Earth Church this threat to end.
The green kingfisher knows that we must act now,
It would act for itself, but it knows not how,
So, we rise up now and support legal action,
And hope that it causes the plant to lose traction.
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So welcome to Earth Church,
Pull yourself up a pew,
Here the green kingfisher knows
We’ll fight for him too.
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Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle
Wade fishing in Christmas Bay’s a delight,
You come in the dark and walk in at first light,
The bay’s surface is mellow, flat and smooth,
The wind’s not up yet, just a breeze to soothe.
I’m wading along, gently shuffling my feet,
Alerting the stingray that I’d rather not meet,
When I suddenly notice movement beside me,
But when I look over, there’s nothing to see.
I keep wading and fishing and glimpse it again,
I focus attention to the right and reel in,
And stay very still for a minute or two,
And a Kemp’s ridley sea turtle’s revealed on cue.
I take several minutes and experience it moving,
It comes ever closer as if its approving
Of my coming to live life with it today,
It’s a great welcome sign here on Christmas Bay.
I look at the sky, and the pelicans are coming,
The water explodes, the baitfish are running
From the school of trout that has come to feed,
Mullet flying from the water in a burst of speed.
Now this is why I come to the bay,
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To encounter memories I can take away,
And hours later when I’ve returned to town,
I’m in a great place, feet not yet on the ground.
And at night in bed when sleep’s hard to find,
The Kemp’s ridley comes, joining my mind,
Telling me we had such a nice bay encounter,
Two beings intersecting, trading life power.
Christmas Bay’s a temple where I come to pray,
Gratitude overwhelms when in my bed I lay
The turtle and Earth Church put on quite a show,
It’s gold to me - the best place I know.
So welcome to Earth Church,
Pull yourself up a pew,
Here a Kemp’s ridley sea turtle
May befriend you too.
Happy holidays. Blackburn.
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